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Link to these notes

Topics today:

Sun cutting the ribbon of Pisces' upright fish April 17-18
Celestial players of this scene examined
Piscean code of the rapture (Luis Vega)
'Tying the knot' in the heavens
Ruler comet nearby 
Second Passover | Last chance of temple (re-)dedication

Dear all,

Captivated by the elite's foreshadowings and reenactments of judgment coming to ungodly altars, worldly churches and domed house of worship
and multifold trials by fire yesterday, tomorrow on the 17th of April until the 18th of April, if we look up, we will witness a 'ribbon cutting' scene in the
heavens. 

Just prior to the full, pink moon in Virgo, while Jupiter, the King Planet is still stationary at the celestial Golden Gate, we see a 'band breaking' and
'un-restraining' picture of the upright fish of Pisces by the Sun crossing the band of Pisces, symbolizing the bride/church soon to be taken
towards the Golden Gate of the Heavens (where Jupiter is steadfastly waiting), in the vicinity of Uranus, associated with the god of the abyss,
Apollyon the Beast. 

In the ribbon cutting picture we soon expect to take place in the natural, the beast will be untied or cut loose from the bridal fish restraining him at
the same time as she is set free. In like manner, we know the enemy will be unrestrained as soon as the Spirit filled believers depart the scene. To
me this is an amazing gathering of rapture players in an interesting setting in the middle of the Second Passover time frame (final chance of temple
re-dedication) for those following TC and the Abib barley observation last month, and the sacrificial Passover time frame for those adhering to the
Hebcal. 

The building blocks……...

Breaking bands of the upright | Aries upholds and will soon free upright Pisces
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One day later, on the full moon, the sun will start to transition from Pisces into Aries

 

Aries, Pisces, Cetus and the (as of yet) chained woman….



 

Aries 
Source: Witness of the stars

Tenths of the south

Aries is the crossing point in Greek Mythology (SV: and nowadays the first sign in the astrological zodiac) | Tribe of Gad (south) had Aries on their
banner as well, in the south he was joined by Reuben-The Man (Aquarius) and Simeon (Pisces). These tenths of the south resonate with 'chambers
of the south' to me as well. 

The points where the two circles (the Ecliptic and the Equator) intersect each other are called the Equinoctial points. It is the movement of these
points (which are now moving from Aries to Pisces) which gives rise to the term, "the precession of the Equinoxes." 

"The Ram, the Bull, the heavenly Twins, And next the Crab, the Lion shines, The Virgin and the Scales; The Scorpion, Archer, and Sea-Goat, The
Man that carries the Water-pot, And Fish with glittering scales." These signs have always and everywhere been preserved in this order, and have
begun with Aries. They have been known amongst all nations, and in all ages, thus proving their common origin from one source.

"As I have said, the popular beginning today is with Aries, the Ram. But comparing this Revelation with that which was afterwards written "in the
Volume of the Book," Virgo is the only point where we can intelligently begin, and Leo is the only point where we can logically conclude. Is not this
what is spoken of as the unknown and insoluble mystery--"The riddle of the Sphinx"? The word "Sphinx" is from to bind closely together. It was
therefore designed to show where the two ends of the Zodiac were to be joined together, and where the great circle of the heavens begins and
ends. The Sphinx is a figure with the head of a woman and the body of a lion! What is this but a never-ceasing monitor, telling us to begin with Virgo
and to end with Leo! In the Zodiac in the Temple of Esneh, in Egypt, a Sphinx is actually placed between the Signs of Virgo and Leo..". 

After the Revelation came to be written down in the Scriptures, there was not the same need for the preservation of the Heavenly Volume. And after
the nations had lost the original meaning of the pictures, they invented a meaning out of the vain imagination of the thoughts of their hearts.

Aries cuts the strings of Pisces (representing the church) to the sea monster (formed like DNA, see below)

Chapter III The Sign Pisces (The Fishes) The blessings of the redeemed in abeyance In this third chapter of the Second Book we come to the
results of the Redeemer's work enjoyed, but in connection with conflict, as is seen in the last of the three sections (the constelation of Andromeda,
the chained woman), which leads up to the last chapter of the book, and ends it in triumph over every enemy. The Sign is pictured as two large
fishes bound together by a Band, the ends of which are fastened separately to their tails. One fish is represented with its head pointing upwards
towards the North Polar Star, the other is shown at right angles, swimming along the line of the ecliptic, or path of the sun. The ancient Egyptian
name, as shown on the Denderah Zodiac, is Pi-cot Orion, or Pisces Hori, which means the fishes of Him that cometh. The Hebrew name is Dagim,
the Fishes, which is closely connected with multitudes, as in Genesis 48:26, where Jacob blesses Joseph's sons, and says, "Let them grow into a
multitude in the midst of the earth." The margin says, "Let them grow as fishes do increase." It refers to the fulfilment of Genesis 1:28, "Be fruitful
and multiply." The multitude of Abraham's seed is prominent in the pronouncement of the blessings, where God compared his future posterity to the
stars of the sky, and the sand upon the sea shore. "A very great multitude of fish," as in Ezekiel 47:9. The Syriac name is Nuno, the fish, lengthened
out (as in posterity). The sign, then, speaks of the multitudes who should enjoy the blessings of the Redeemer's work. And here we must maintain
that "the Church," which is "the Body of Christ," was a subject that was never revealed to man until it was made known to the Apostle Paul by a
special revelation. The Holy Spirit declares (Rom 16:25) that it "was kept secret since the world began." In Ephesians 3:9 he declares that it "from
the beginning of the world hath been hid in God"; and in Colossians 1:26, that it "hath been hid from ages and from generations, but now is made
manifest to His saints." In each scripture which speaks of it as "now made manifest," or "now made known," it is distinctly stated that it was "a
mystery," i.e. a secret, and had, up to that moment, been hidden from mankind, hidden "in God." How, then, we ask, can "the Church," which was a
subsequent revelation, be read into the previous prophecies, whether written in the Old Testament Scriptures, or made known in the Heavens? If
the Church was revealed in prophecy, then it could not have been said to be hidden or kept secret. If the first revelation of it was made known to
Paul, as he distinctly affirms it was, then it could not have been revealed before. Unless we see this very clearly, we cannot "rightly divide the word
of truth" (2 Tim 2:15). And if we do not rightly divide the word of truth, in its subjects, and times, and dispensations, we must inevitably be landed in



confusion and darkness, interpreting of the Church, scriptures which belong only to Israel. The Church, or Body of Christ, is totally distinct from
every class of persons who are made the subject of prophecy. Not that the Church of God was an after-thought. No, it was a Divine secret, kept as
only God Himself could keep it. The Bible therefore would have been complete (so far as the Old Testament prophecies are concerned) if the
Epistles (which belong only to the Church) were taken out. The Old Testament would then give us the kingdom prophesied; the Gospels and Acts,
the King and the kingdom offered and rejected; then the Apocalypse would follow, showing how that promised kingdom will yet be set up with Divine
judgment, power and glory. If these Signs and these star-pictures be the results of inspired patriarchs, then this Sign of PISCES can refer to "His
seed," prophesied of in Isaiah 53 "He shall see His seed." It must refer to "The nation whose God is the LORD, And the people whom He hath
chosen for His own inheritance." Psalm 33:12 "Such as be blessed of Him shall inherit the earth." Psalm 37:22 "The LORD shall increase you more
and more, You and your children, Ye are blessed of the LORD." Psalm 115:14, 15 "Their seed shall be known among the Gentiles. And their
offspring among the people; All that see them shall acknowledge them, That they are the seed which the LORD hath blessed." Isaiah 61:9 "They
are the seed of the blessed of the LORD, And their offspring with them." Isaiah 65:23 The prophecy of this Sign was afterwards written in the words
of Isaiah 26:15--the song which shall yet be sung in the land of Judah: "Thou hast increased the nation, O LORD, Thou hast increased the nation."
And in Isaiah 9:3 (RV), speaking of the glorious time when the government shall be upon the shoulder of the coming King: "Thou hast multiplied the
nation, Thou hast increased their joy." Of that longed-for day Jeremiah sings (30:19): "I will multiply them And they shall not be few; I will also glorify
them, And they shall not be small." Ezekiel also is inspired to say: "I will multiply men upon you, All the house of Israel, even all of it: And the cities
shall be inhabited, And the wastes shall be builded; And I will multiply upon you man and beast, And they shall increase and bring fruit." Ezekiel
36:10, 11 "Moreover I will make a covenant of peace with them; It shall be an everlasting covenant with them! And I will place them, and multiply
them, And will see My sanctuary in the midst of them for evermore." Ezekiel 37:26 Indeed, this sign of PISCES has always been interpreted of
Israel. Both Jews and Gentiles have agreed in this. ABARBANEL, a Jewish commentator, writing on Daniel, affirms that the Sign PISCES always
refers to the people of Israel. He gives five reasons for this belief, and also affirms that a conjunciton of the planets Jupiter and Saturn always
betokens a crisis in the affairs of Israel. Because such a conjunction took place in his day (about 1480 AD) he looked for the coming of Messiah.
Certain it is, that when the sun is in PISCES all the constellations which are considered noxious, are seen above the horizon. What is true in
astronomical observation is true also in historical fact. When God's favor is shown to Israel, "the Jew's enemy" puts forth his malignant
powers. When they increased and multiplied in Egypt, he endeavoured to compass the destruction of the nation by destroying the male children; but
their great Deliverer remembered His covenant, defeated the designs of the enemy, and brought the counsel of the heathen to nought. So it was in
Persia; and so it will yet be again when the hour of Israel's final deliverance has come. There can be no doubt that we have in this Sign the
foreshowing of the multiplication and blessing of the children of promise, and a token of their coming deliverance from all the power of the enemy.
But why two fishes? and why is one horizontal and the other perpendicular? The answer is, that not only in Israel, but in the seed of Seth and Shem
there were always those who looked for a heavenly portion, and were "partakers of a heavenly calling." In Hebrews 11 we are distinctly told that
Abraham "looked for a city which hath foundaitons, whose builder and maker is God" (v 10). They were "strangers and pilgrims on the earth" (v 13).
Strangers are those without a home, and pilgrims are those who are journeying home: "they seek a country" (v 14). They desired "a better country,
that is, an HEAVENLY: wherefore God is not ashamed to be called their God; for He hath prepared for them a city" (v 16). It is clear, therefore, that
what are called the "Old Testament Saints" were "partakers of THE HEAVENLY CALLING" (Heb 3:1), which included a heavenly portion and a
heavenly home; and all through the ages there have been "partakers of the heavenly calling." This is quite distinct from the calling of the Church,
which is from both Jews and Gentiles to form "one body," a "new man" in Christ (Eph 2:15). It must be distinct, for it is expressly stated at the end of
that chapter (Heb 11:40) that God has "PROVIDED (marg. foreseen) SOME BETTER THING FOR US." How can this be a "better thing," if it is the
same thing? There must be two separate things if one is "better" than the other! Our calling in Christ is the "beter thing." The Old Testament saints
had, and will have, a good thing. They will have a heavenly blessing, and a heavenly portion, for God has "prepared for them a city," and we see
that prepared city, even "the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of HEAVEN, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband" (Rev
21:2). This is the "heavenly" portion of the Old Testament saints, the Bride of Christ. The Church will have a still "better" portion, for "they without us
should not be made perfect" (Heb 11:40). The fish, shooting upwards to the Polar Star, exquisitely pictures this "heavenly calling"; while the other
fish, keeping on the horizontal line, answers to those who were content with an earthly portion. But both alike were divinely called, and chosen, and
upheld. The names of two of the stars in the sign are Okda (Hebrew), the united, and Al Samaca (Arabic), the upheld. These again speak of the
redeemed seed, of whom, and to whom, Jehovah speaks in that coming day of glory in Isaiah 41:8-10 (RV): "But thou, Israel, My servant, Jacob,
whom I have chosen, The seed of Abraham My friend; Thou whom I have taken hold of from the ends of the earth, And called thee from the corners
thereof, And said unto thee, Thou art My servant; I have chosen thee, and not cast thee away; Fear thou not, for I am with thee; Be not dismayed,
for I am thy God! I will strengthen thee; Yea, I will help thee; Yea, I will UPHOLD thee with the right hand of My righteousness." This is the teaching
of the Sign; and the first constellation takes up this thought and emphasizes it. 1. THE BAND The redeemed bound, but binding their enemy The
band that unites these two fishes has always formed a separate constellation.The Arabian poems of ANTARAH frequently mention it as distinct
from the Sign with which it is so closely connected. ANTARAH was an Arabian poet of the sixth century. Its ancient Egyptian name was U-or, which
means He cometh. Its Arabic name is Al Risha, the band, or bridle. It speaks of the Coming One, not in His relation to Himself, or to His enemies,
but in His relation to the Redeemed. It speaks of Him who says: "I drew them with cords of a man, With bands of love; And I was to them as they
that take off the yoke on their jaws." Hosea 11:4, RV But it speaks also of His unloosing the bands with which they have been so long bound. One
end of the band is fastened securely round the tail of one fish, and it is the same with the other. Moreover, this band is fastened to the neck of
Cetus, the sea monster, while immediately above is seen a woman chained as a captive. These both tell the same story, and, indeed, all are
required to set forth the whole truth. The fishes are bound to Cetus; the woman (Andromeda) is chained; but the Deliverer of both is near. Cepheus,
the Crowned King, the Redeemer, "the Breaker," the Branch, is seen coming quickly for the deliverance of His redeemed. These are the three
constellations of this sign, and all three are required to set forth the story. Israel now is bound. The great enemy still oppresses, but deliverance is
sure. ARIES, the Ram, is seen with his paws on this band, as though about to loosen the bands and set the captives free, and to fast bind their
great oppressor. 

Of the ram and lamb  | Sun in Aries at the Exodus

This rejoicing connected with the Lamb shines faintly through the heathen perversions and myths: for HERODOTUS tells us how the ancient
Egyptians, once a year, when it opened by the entrance of the sun into ARIES (TAURUS then marked the Spring Equinox), slew a Ram, at the
festival of Jupiter Ammon; branches were placed over the doors, the Ram was garlanded with wreaths of flowers and carried in procession. Now
the sun entered ARIES on the 14th of the Jewish month Nisan, and another lamb was then ordered to be slain, even "the LORD's passover"--the
type of that Lamb that should in the fulness of time be offered without blemish and without spot. Owing to the precession of the equinoxes, the sun,
at the time of the Exodus, had receded into this sign of ARIES, which then marked the Spring Equinox. But by the time that the antitype--the Lamb
of God, was slain, the sun had still further receded, and on the 14th of Nisan, in the year of the Crucifixion, stood at the very spot marked by the
stars a, El Nath, the pierced, the wounded or slain, and b, Al Sheratan, the bruised or wounded! God so ordained "the times and seasons" that
during that noon-day darkness the sun was seen near those stars which had spoken for so many centuries of this bruising of the woman's Seed--
the Lamb of God. 

The bride enthroned

1. CASSIOPEIA (The Enthroned Woman) The captive delivered, and preparing for her Husband, the Redeemer In the last chapter we saw the
woman bound; here we see the same woman freed, delivered, and enthroned. ULUGH BEY says its Arabic name is El Seder, which means the
freed. In the Denderah Zodiac her name is Set, which means set, set up as Queen. ALBUMAZER says this constellation was anciently called "the
daughter of splendour." This appears to be the meaning of the word Cassiopeia, the enthroned, the beautiful. The Arabic name is Ruchba, the
enthroned This is also the meaning of its Chaldee name, Dat al cursa. There are 55 stars in this constellation, of which five are of the 3rd
magnitude, five of the 4th, etc. This beautiful constellation passes vertically over Great Britain every day, and is easily distinguished by its five



brightest stars, forming an irregular "W." 

She is indeed highly exalted, and making herself ready. Her hands, no longer bound, are engaged in this happy work. With her right hand she is
arranging her robes, while with her left she is adorning her hair. She is seated upon the Arctic circle, and close by the side of Cepheus, the King.
This is "the Bride, the Lamb's wife, the heavenly city, the new Jerusalem," the "partakers of the heavenly calling." 

Maps from 1693 | Aries cutting the strings of pisces

The relevance of the Aries'  El Nath positioning and ribbon cutting notes (in short, it the ribbon is cut from the sea monster, the bride is freed to go
up and the beast becomes unrestrained) are below as well. At the finish line of a race, ribbons are usually taken along/torn/cut.

 



 

The knot of Pisces | Wedding picture
https://books.google.nl/books?id=EHz6gZS8U38C&pg=PA200&dq=sun+pisces+ribbon&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwju-
orFpNThAhUH36QKHY1ABNEQ6AEIKjAA#v=onepage&q=sun%20pisces%20ribbon&f=false

 

Pisces: Company of the coming prince, united in and upheld by Christ
https://books.google.nl/books?id=2AFrDwAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=sun+pisces+ribbon+bullinger&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjAt-
bfpNThAhUFzqQKHbOLCCsQ6AEIYDAJ#v=onepage&q=pisces&f=false

https://books.google.nl/books?id=EHz6gZS8U38C&pg=PA200&dq=sun+pisces+ribbon&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwju-orFpNThAhUH36QKHY1ABNEQ6AEIKjAA#v=onepage&q=sun%20pisces%20ribbon&f=false
https://books.google.nl/books?id=2AFrDwAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=sun+pisces+ribbon+bullinger&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjAt-bfpNThAhUFzqQKHbOLCCsQ6AEIYDAJ#v=onepage&q=pisces&f=false


 

Uranus will be near the sun | Beast | Trident (first 9-11)
Source Louis Vega: https://le.utah.gov/publicweb/JENKISK/PublicWeb/39963/Birthing-a.pdf

Uranus is associated with Poseidon or Neptune and Shiva as this god of the Abyss is known in other cultures is that Uranus ‘fathered’ this Titan god
of the Trident. This son, the ‘god’ of the Trident like his father Uranus is the King of the Seas, of water and is attributed to being a ‘beast’…the
‘Destroyer’ as in Apollyon that comes out of the Bottomless Pit to unleash chaos and destruction upon Earth. Poseidon is also attributed to be a
‘Transformer’, as in changing the status-quo. These archetypes are no less than the Biblical AntiChrist whom Lucifer has ‘fathered’ to be the coming
Biblical AntiChrist and whose ‘Beast’ or false ‘christ’ over the Christ-mas Islands is about to be ‘birthed’ out of the sea’s Vesica Pisces during the
total lunar eclipse as it conjoins its planet Uranus, the father of Poseidon in the constellation of Pisces. 

This Beast that is to be unveiled or program stepped up perhaps will be birthed within or shortly after the timing of the Tetrad. At least
geographically, the associations are there. Given the latitude of 3 prominent islands corresponding to the Zenith or point of ‘totality’ of the Blood
Moon’s eclipse, Kiribati, Hawaii and Chatham, all three approximate the layout in a phi ratio spiral pattern that will be illustrated in the
charts. Specifically, as it has been noted, Kiribati corresponds to the position on the Earth of Uranus in conjunction to the Blood Moon eclipse in the
heavens. Chatham Island is where the phi ratio spiral terminates and it lies adjacent to the Meridian line at the 180° longitude, the half way
demarcation of the globe. If one reads about Chatham Island, it is a sad history of Christian missionaries being indiscriminately slaughtered. One
will see that this is what is planned during the Tribulation by the Beast’s reign of love and peace.

The 5 cardinal points from this Zenith spot marks off the 5 continents that produce a pentagram configuration about the circumference of the globe.
The Plate Carree style map with a condensed northern latitudes provides a central Zenith of the pentagram overlay. This would place Uranus nearly
dead center of the Vesica Pisces. At one of the ley-lines of this Piscean pentagram, the Phoenix Islands are situated that can lend some additional
imagery that this ‘birthing’ of a ‘christ’ is also associated to that of a phoenix type of emergence; as in a person or a time on Earth to come. This
typology fits very well with the Luciferian aspirations, preparations and expectations of their coming Phoenix, their Golden 5th Age to be ruled by
their Dark Lord, Loki Lord of the Trident. 

The Piscean Code of the Rapture | Luis Vega
http://www.fivedoves.com/letters/mar2015/luisv322-2.htm

Excerpts:

Taking the (chained) woman to the Golden Gate (where Jupiter awaits her right now!)

https://le.utah.gov/publicweb/JENKISK/PublicWeb/39963/Birthing-a.pdf
http://www.fivedoves.com/letters/mar2015/luisv322-2.htm
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A picture of 'tying the knot' in the heavens
https://www.musterion8.com/bradfield.html

The Sign of Pisces and
Comet Bradfield

The Knot Tied
by Steve Santini

 
 Comets are like the tip of a pointer as the divine instructs from the backdrop of the heavens concerning things to shortly come.
Between Passover and Pentecost in the spring of 2004, three naked eye visible comets appeared simultaneously in the same
vicinity of the night's sky. Two, Comets T7 and Q4, were not surprises. Both had been discovered by satellite imagery and their

paths projected long before the spring of 2004. Yet the third went undiscovered until it appeared to William Bradfield telescopically
in mid March as it brightened rapidly. There are no historical records of three naked eye visible comets being in the heavens at the

same time, much less, all brightening in the western sky after sunset with one path of the three intersecting the other two at
fascinating and meaningful points.

Comet T7 and Comet Bradfield paths intersected in the one of the two fishes of Pisces directed towards the pole star. Water
represents the deeper level of the conscious and biblically fish represent the souls of men. The two fishes represent the subconscious
of men. The fish pointing northward towards the height of the heavens through the Milky Way and bordering Andromeda, the
chained woman, represents the figuratively masculine saints while the fish on the sun's ecliptic next to Pegasus, the chief who goes
and returns, represents the souls or conscious of the figuratively feminine faithful in Christ Jesus. These fishes' Coptic name is Pi-
Cot Orion and according to Bob Wadsworth, means congregation or fishes of the coming prince. The star where the bands join
is Okda, meaning the united in Hebrew and Al Rischa in the Babylonian, meaning the knot tied. Some say this star where the bands
join is in the back of Cetus, the sea monster. Others say this star is shared with Aries in one leg. In any regard one band does cross a
leg of Aires. One ancient Semitic name for Aries meant the sacrifice of righteousness. It was by the sacrificial blood of the Lord
Jesus that these two types comprising the body of Christ become as one. Accordingly, the author prefers the view that the star, Al
Rischa is in Aries. Other interesting star names in the constellation are Al Pharg, which means the pouring point of water and Al
Samaca, meaning the upheld.

https://www.musterion8.com/bradfield.html
http://www.musterion8.com/themark.html


As can be seen from the illustrations below Comet Bradfield's path performed a loop as observed from earth when it approached Al
Rischa meaning the knot tied. Not only did this comet make the loop at this point, it occurred when Comet Bradfield was at the apex
of its brightness on April 14 and it occurred as the paths of Comet Q4 and Comet T7 were moving rapidly towards intersection, at
their brightest, close to Sirius, the brightest star in the heavens.

 
Comet Bradfield Looping Around Al Risha, the Knot of Pisces

The apostle Paul was a figuratively masculine saint while the apostle Peter was a spiritually feminine faithful in Christ Jesus. In
the last chapter of the gospel of John, John writes that Jesus said to Peter that when he was old another would gird him. This Greek
word for girdle has it root in the word zone. Not only is this word zone associated with a Greek word for wed, it is used as a girdle
for women or the girdling of women only, according to the Lindell Scott Jones Greek Lexicon. There are other words in the Greek
language for a man's girdle. Today grooms and potential grooms are often asked about "tying the knot." This term has its origins in
the ancient eastern custom of the groom tying the girdle of his bride during the wedding ceremony. Even today in the Hindu
wedding ceremony this custom is retained. The groom ties a red cord around his bride's neck during the ceremony. The Romans,
who most likely adopted and altered this custom, had the groom untie his bride's girdle during the wedding ceremony. So in a
spiritual sense, Peter matured as a figuratively feminine faithful in Christ Jesus when he became old. And, as such, Peter was
metaphorically wed to Paul who was figuratively masculine as a saint. In this relationship the two leaders of the early church
became a primary representation of the great mystery soon to be fulfilled according to this heavenly sign.

 
 

Comet Bradfield Looping Around Al Risha, the Knot Tied of Pisces

An interesting comet nearby | Comet Gehrels (ruler) with a 9.23 year orbit

http://www.musterion8.com/family.html


Second Passover puzzle pieces:

Spurgeon: slaying the lamb in an appointed place
https://books.google.nl/books?id=BIOpCQAAQBAJ&pg=PA160&lpg=PA160&dq=second+passover+spurgeon&source=bl&ots=kAPhnkf2Gd&sig=s_
kftpKtRLo4SCpGTnoRt6aaEQQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwilyp6bl7jTAhUKalAKHbyXBKEQ6AEINzAF#v=onepage&q=
second%20passover%20spurgeon&f=false

What the main spiritual significance of second passover could be for the bride, personal sanctification and rapture timing wise:

Second Passover | Last chance of temple (re )dedication

This 2nd Passover is the last chance that the believer's temple should be sanctified for the dedication to God. If not, it will be left behind in the
tribulation under rule of AC as it's written in 1 Corinthians 3:16 17 16 Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth
in you? 17 If any man defile the temple of God, him shall God destroy; for the temple of God is holy, which temple ye are. This, if it's not the rapture,
could be the seven day call for the bride.

Building of the bride blueprints | Luis Vega

(based on the Tabernacle, Great Pyramid, Solomon's temple blueprints of the spiritual bride's temple)

http://www.fivedoves.com/letters/apr2015/luisv426.htm

Excerpts:

"In similar fashion the human dimensions of Solomon’s Temple can be deduced in the following. The Holy of Holies pertains to the head, where the
mind resides. The Holies corresponds to the heart, lungs and stomach, making up 4 vessels. The Altar of Incense was where the sweat aroma of
spices went up and over to the Mercy Seat. This speaks of the prayers and supplication from the heart, a pure heart that is right before the LORD
and is a sweet savor or should be.

The Menorah corresponds to the lungs in that the lungs even resemble a branched Menorah where the pneuma or breath of the Holy Spirit flowed.
This also correlates to the light of the oil in the lamps that signifies the Holy Wind and Fire of YHVH, GOD the Spirit that can breathe life to that
which is dead. The Table of Bread speaks of the stomach that the LORD provides and satisfies. The LORD stipulated that it is not what comes into
the stomach that defiles a person but what goes out that does. Above all these prophetic types and pictures of the vessels of the Temple, the true
rendition is found in Jesus. In the Gospels, He Himself attributed all the vessels of the Temple to Himself as they are objects of His essence and
mission. He is the Light of the World of the Menorah. He is the Bread of Life that can only and truly satisfy not only temporal hunger but spiritual
hunger for righteousness.

He is the sweet smelling spice of YHVH that was broken much like the woman broke the alabaster jar and poured it on His feet in worship. It filled
the room with precious aroma of worship from a grateful women saved from a life of shame and reproach. The Ark of the Covenant speaks of
Christ’s triumph over sin. He is the Law, He is the Manna, and He is the almond Branch, the Root of Jesse that budded as though dead. His
personal blood covers the infraction committed by Adam so that He, the 2nd Adam can sit above it all in triumph due to His resurrection. These 4
vessels are within the Temple proper. There are also another 4 main vessels that comprise the outside of the Temple precinct. These are the 2
Pillars at the entrance of the Temple, the Laver of Washing and the Brazen Altar."

Type of statue from Nebuchadnezzar too

"What is very interesting is that the vessels from the head start out as gold and diminish to gold and silver and then bronze or brass for the outside
vessels. This pattern is prophetic in that they correspond to the statue of the human empires of the Beast seen in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream as
interpreted by Daniel. This thus also means that they also correspond prophetically then to time, perhaps the time it will take to finish the Building of
the Bride. The pillars are attributed to the reproductive organs of a male that speak of the regenerated life within the seed of man, etc. Then the
Laver speaks that one must be cleansed and washed in the Word spiritually speaking and how Jesus is the only one that can cleanse the crimson
stain that is red because of sin and can be made white as snow.

https://books.google.nl/books?id=BIOpCQAAQBAJ&pg=PA160&lpg=PA160&dq=second+passover+spurgeon&source=bl&ots=kAPhnkf2Gd&sig=s_kftpKtRLo4SCpGTnoRt6aaEQQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwilyp6bl7jTAhUKalAKHbyXBKEQ6AEINzAF#v=onepage&q=second%20passover%20spurgeon&f=false
http://www.fivedoves.com/letters/apr2015/luisv426.htm


The Brazen Altar speaks of the sacrifice that is required in approaching the LORD. It serves as an object lesson as animals take the place of man
for the infraction of YHVH’s laws that requires blood, as the life is in the blood that can only make amends according to the teachings of the Bible. It
ultimately took the literal body, like and blood of Jesus as a human sacrifice to atone for Adam’s race in the place of Adam due to the Fall. Why the
LORD has this economy is a mystery that will be fully understood in eternity. Such animal sacrifices will still be observed even during the 1000 year
Millennial Kingdom on Earth."

The bride as a spiritual house of living stones, firmly based on our corner stone

Building of the second temple started in the second month

(we covered its destruction in the same month already, a mirror type of judgement)

The record is clear regarding the building of Soloman's Temple. The building began in the second month (1 Kings. 6:1). The Temple was completed
in seven (7) years in the eleventh (11th) year of Soloman's reign, in the eight month (1 Ki. 6:37 -38).

Bride of Christ | Temple of God

The Bride of Christ is also called the Temple of God 1 Cor. 6:19; 2 Cor 6:16. The seven years of completion after destruction could parallel the
tribulation after the rapture and subsequent sudden destruction (desolation of the temple/church, Holy Spirit in the bride being removed) and the
reconstruction of the church/temple until the second coming seven years later.

The Son of man is coming back from leaving HIS house:

Mark 13:34 "For the Son of Man is as a man taking a far journey, who left his house, and gave authority to his servants, and to every man his work,
and commanded the porter to watch."

Living Stones for God’s House 1 Peter 4:1 9

You are coming to Christ, who is the living cornerstone of GOD’s Temple. He was rejected by people, but He was chosen by GOD for great honor.
And you are Living Stones that GOD is building into His Spiritual Temple. What’s more, you are His holy priests. Through the mediation of Jesus
Christ, you offer spiritual sacrifices that please GOD. As the Scriptures say,

“I am placing a Cornerstone in Jerusalem, chosen for great honor, and anyone who trusts in Him will never be disgraced.” Yes, you who trust Him
recognize the honor GOD has given Him. But for those who reject Him, “The Stone that the Builders (Masons) rejected has now become the
cornerstone.” And, “He is the Stone that makes people stumble, the Rock that makes them fall.”

They stumble because they do not obey GOD’s word, and so they meet the fate that was planned for them. But you are not like that, for you are a
chosen people. You are royal priests, a holy nation, GOD’s very own possession. As a result, you can show others the goodness of GOD, for He
called you out of the darkness into His wonderful light.

Many blessings,
Sabine


